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◇The digital dermo section and camera section have been adjusted integrally. You can take an image 
     just by turning on the power switch of the camera and the lighting switch of the module. 

◇ We have prepared two types to meet your needs, with and without gel.

◇ Digital camera: Ricoh WG-6 can be separated for clinical imaging with the camera alone

◇ Imaging of narrow spaces such as between toes: (LG-1 Light Guide, without tax, 15,000 yen)    
     (Ricoh only) 　It can be sterilized in an autoclave. 　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　
　 Simultaneous imaging of scale and clinical department： (SP-1 scale piece without tax 12,000 yen)

Derma9500S-G     　 ： Gel type model

Derma9500S-R　    　： Polarizing filter type model

　　　ＷＧー６  :  20 million pixels, waterproof / dustproof digital camera, transmissive LCD 3 type 
                             (approx. 1.04 million pixels)     By removing the digital dermo, it is possible to take pictures of
                              a wide area clinical department with a medical record or 5x zoom.
                              With 6 LED ring lights that can adjust the position and amount of light　　　　

Derma9500S-G

Derma9500S-R

Derma9500S-GR \179,800 　　　　　( \197,780 )

◇ Standard price (including camera) excluding tax (tax included)    (as of June 2009)　　　　　　

 ＷGー６

\137,800　　　　　 ( \151,580 )
\146,800 　　　　　( \161,480 )

◇ Silicon adapters are now on sale.
　　Since it does not come into direct contact with the clinical part, it is possible to take images with 
      less pressure on blood vessels and less color change.
     The adapter can be autoclaved and sterilized.   (Price excluding tax: 3,000 yen per piece)　　　　  

Derma9500S-GR 　 ：Gel / polarization integrated model (using gel / polarization filter switch switching) 　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　          
                             A "blink test" is also possible, making diagnosis easy
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